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Using Analog Signature Analysis you can troubleshoot those hard to loca
level - without having detailed circuit knowledge, without applying power -

If your job entails troubleshooting you'll have used a wide variety of equipm
Sometimes faults are just too time-consuming to locate and you'll have
"uneconomical to repair". Conventional test equipment such as logic analysers
on powered boards and requires skill and circuit knowledge - and would still 
diode with a soft knee. This sort of problem, though, can be easily uncove
displaying its dynamic impedance.

Impedance signatures
If a potential difference is applied across a conductor the resultant current will 
the conductor and its electrical characteristics. This voltage-current plot (the dy
is distinct for each component and can quickly identify the type (and soundness
V/I characteristics are often referred to as impedance signatures. Fault fi
impedance signatures is known as Analog Signature Analysis (ASA).

Locating faults with Analog Signature Analysis
Polar Fault Locators are designed to graphically display the impedance signatur
always tested with no power applied so ASA is inherently safe - and compon
Locator applies a small sinusoidal voltage across the component and the resultin
as an x-y plot on a CRT or PC screen. In many cases fault finding is reduced to 
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Comparison techniques
The most effective method of trouble-shooting will be to simultaneously display good and faulty signatures where
good boards are available. Some Fault Locators allow you to "learn" a set of PCB's signatures and send them to
service centres - you can even store signatures for components from each of your device vendors.

Testing digital devices with ASA
Even when you test a digital IC using ASA you are actually displaying the analog behaviour of the input protection
circuitry. Many failures in digital devices in service are due to damage in the input/output region of the device (e.g.
caused by lightning strikes, etc. in telecommunication equipment).

Damage to the I/O region of a digital device will be easily revealed
using ASA. Consider the typical digital ic input protection circuit
shown below

The positive and negative excursions of the Fault Locator drive
voltage will cause both diodes to conduct so the signature will appear
as below.

Suppose a large transient severely damages the protection diodes so
that the circuit appears as a simple resistor; the signature is
dramatically altered and very easy to see - the device is an obvious
candidate for replacement

ASA is a widely used fault finding technique, independent of the PCB technology employed. It's safe, simple to use
and highly effective. If you have a trouble-shooting technique you would like to share with other Polar fault locator
users please fax or email Polar Instruments on the number below.
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